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Abstract- Considering the different response to drugs of males and females, males and females should be tested and treated with drugs differently. Since the drugs influence the material body, the transgenders must be treated according to the type of material body they have. However, in the case of alternative medicine the situation is different. Homeopathic remedies and acupuncture heal through waves – the waves of our nonlinear electromagnetic field (NEMF), which rules and regulates everything in the body from the Subconscious and is different in males and females. Thus, alternative medicine influences the regulating mechanisms, which are gender specific, through the waves of the gender-specific NEMF (called Spirit). Since alternative medicine heals through the waves of the gender specific NEMF, when the transgenders are female Spirit in a male body, they should be treated with alternative medicine according to their Spirit, i.e. as females. The transgenders with male Spirit in their female bodies should be treated with alternative medicine according to their male Spirit (NEMF), i.e. as males. This is so because alternative medicine influences the regulating mechanisms, which the Quantum Computer in the Subconscious handle, and this Quantum Computer operates with the waves of the male or female NEMF (Spirit).
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I. DIFFERENT DRUG RESPONSE OF MALES AND FEMALES

Since the hormonal balance is different in males and females, it can be expected that their neurotransmitters’ balance would be different. Indeed, it was found that males and females have different number cholinergic neurons, which release the neurotransmitter acetylcholine. Enters et al. [1] first found these gender differences in cholinergic neurons in 1990.

If the hormonal and neurotransmitters’ balances are different in males and females, we can expect gender differences in drug response. Methadone is a potent narcotic analgesic drug administered by mouth or injection to relieve severe pain or suppress coughs. Not only was it found that the response of males and females to the drug is different, it was found that when administered to pregnant women, it changes the neurotransmitters’ balance in the fetus’ brain.

Ageel et al. [2] found gender differences in response to desipramine, which is a cyclic antidepressant. More females responded to the drug with conditioned avoidance than males. The list of different drug response of males and females is long and it means that each drug should be tested separately on males and females.

Gender differences were also found in the response to MDMA, known under the name “ecstasy”. From experiments with animals it is known that MDMA is neurotoxic to serotonin neurons, which release serotonin at negative emotions. If so, the depressed people, who need “ecstasy” to perk up, must be dominant negative thinkers [3].
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These negative thinkers should change their way of thinking from negative to positive instead of being driven to ecstasy to perk up and getting addicted to it. The mental disorder ostracism is also related to negative thinking and high serotonin levels, which differ for males and females [3].

II. NEMF SPINS IN OPPOSITE DIRECTION IN MALES AND FEMALES

Each one of us has nonlinear electromagnetic field (NEMF) with a shape of a donut spinning around the axis passing through the hole of the donut, which is along the backbone (Fig. 1). It is seen as aura, but the donut-shaped field spins in opposite directions in males and females.

For each gender, the spinning turns to the opposite at dawn and dusk, but it always remains opposite in males and females. Since spinning in opposite direction creates magnetism with opposite polarity, obviously the attraction between the opposite sexes is magnetic in origin. Curiously, my mother called the attraction between the opposite sexes magnetism.

Thus, the transgenders are female Spirit locked in a male body or vise-versa male Spirit locked in a female body. One way or another, the transgenders are here to tell us that we are body and Spirit. In the normal situation when female Spirit inhabits female body and male Spirit inhabits male body, we cannot see that we are body and Spirit.

Thanks transgenders for opening our eyes to the fact that we are body and Spirit and this Spirit is nonlinear electromagnetic field (NEMF). The Subconscious is the place, where this field is located (that is why we don’t have conscious awareness of its existence), and its waves are the basis of the Quantum Computer, which rules and regulates everything in the body.

Homeopathic remedies are so diluted that substance is not present any more. If so, homeopathic remedies must work through the frequencies of the substance, which were imprinted on the many times shaken and then diluted again water [5]. Shaking must increase the memorizing abilities of water because it frees H-bonds [5] and the memorized frequencies must
heal through the Quantum Computer in the Subconscious working with the waves of our NEMF.

Our book Modern Aspects of Ancient Acupuncture [6] is the only book that explains how acupuncture works. We predicted with a mathematical model in 1983 [7] that waves must run along the acupuncture meridians when an acupuncture point is punctured with a needle. This was experimentally confirmed in 1984 [8] and it means that acupuncture cures with the waves of our NEMF (our Spirit), which are the basis of the operating in the Subconscious Quantum Computer.

If the alternative medicine (homeopathy and acupuncture) heals through waves and these are the waves of our NEMF called Spirit:

1. The transgenders with female Spirit in their male bodies must be treated with Alternative Medicine as females according to their Spirits, and not according to their male bodies.
2. The transgenders with male Spirit in their female body must be treated with Alternative Medicine as males according to their Spirits, and not according to their bodies.

The waves of our NEMF are also the basis of our fast response [9]. Should our life depend only on the nervous system, which is very slow, we would be dead long time ago. Our Quantum Computer in the Subconscious is also the basis of our intuitive creativity [10] and our distant telecommunications called telepathy.

**IV. Conclusion**

Since the drugs heal by changing the biochemical balance of the body, the transgenders with female Spirit in male bodies must be treated with drugs as their bodies are, i.e. as males. The transgenders with male Spirit in their female body must be treated with drugs as their bodies are, i.e., as females.

However, the situation is reversed in the case of alternative medicine. Since in alternative medicine like homeopathic remedies, the solution is so dissolve that there is no substance left, the healing is done with the frequencies of the dissolved substance. It is done through the Quantum Computer in the Subconscious [11], which operates with waves the NEMF (called Spirit).

The same is true for acupuncture. Since we have the proof that waves are involved in every acupuncture treatment [6], [7], [8], acupuncture obviously heals with waves. This means that acupuncture heals through the Quantum Computer, which operates with the waves of our NEMF (called Spirit), and from the Subconscious rules and regulates everything.

If so, transgenders with female Spirit, who are females in male bodies, should respond to alternative medicine as their female Spirit. Regardless that their body is male, they should be treated with alternative medicine as females. Transgenders with male Spirit, who are males in female bodies, should respond to alternative medicine as their male Spirits. Regardless that their body is female, they should be treated with alternative medicine as males.
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